Muon pair production in the process e + e , ! e + e , + , is studied using the data taken at LEP1 p s ' m Z with the DELPHI detector during the years 1992-1995. The corresponding integrated luminosity is 138.5 pb ,1 . The QED predictions have been tested over the whole Q 2 range accessible at LEP1 from several GeV 2 =c 4 to several hundred GeV 2 =c 4 b y comparing experimental distributions with distributions resulting from Monte Carlo simulations using various generators. Selected events are used to extract the leptonic photon structure function F 2 . Azimuthal correlations are used to obtain information on additional structure functions, F A and F B , which originate from interference terms of the scattering amplitudes. The measured ratios F A =F 2 and F B =F 2 are signi cantly di erent from zero and consistent with QED predictions.
Introduction
The study of the process e + e , ! e + e , + , provides a good way to test QED up to the fourth order of . The photon structure can be studied by measuring photon structure functions which can be extracted in the so-called single tagged" mode Fig. 1 , where one of the scattered electrons 1 is detected tagged" in an electromagnetic calorimeter while the other scattered electron goes undetected untagged". This process can also be used as a reference one for studies of the hadronic structure function of the photon, providing a basis for a better understanding of the detector performance and for checking the analysis procedure.
Previous measurements of muon pair production in both the single tagged mode and the double tagged mode where the scattered electron and positron are both detected have shown good agreement with QED predictions 1 14 , with one exception 9 where an excess of data events was observed in the double tag mode.
This study, based on the data collected by the DELPHI collaboration at LEP1 at centre-of-mass energies from 89.4 to 93 GeV, complements those results. It improves on previous DELPHI measurements of the leptonic photon structure function F 2 11 by including all the LEP1 statistics and increasing the Q 2 coverage by an order of magnitude. This paper also presents results of studies of the azimuthal correlations, which are used to extract the ratios of the structure functions F A =F 2 and F B =F 2 .
Event kinematics
In the single tagged mode, where the tagged and untagged electrons are scattered with polar angles tag and untag and energies E tag and E untag respectively, and the probe and target photons have four-momenta q = x tag E beam ; q and p = x untag E beam ; p, the cross section of the reaction e + e , ! e + e , X is given by 15 The structure function F 2 can be extracted from the dependence of the cross section on x and Q 2 . But F L is small and is weighted by the small factor y 2 , making its direct measurement impractical.
However, additional structure functions can be studied by looking at azimuthal correlations of the nal state particles. 5 where is the azimuthal angle, de ned in the centre-of-mass frame as the angle between the planes formed by the photon axis and the muon and the scattered electron respectively Fig. 2 , and is the angle between the muon and the photon axis. The functions y and y are given by y = 2 , y p 1 , y= 1 The structure functions F i are combinations of transition amplitudes for the di erent helicity states of the photons. The structure function F B is related to the interference term between the two transverse helicity states of the photons. It is identical to F L , which is related to the longitudinal polarization of the virtual photon, in leading order and for massless muons.
DELPHI detector
The DELPHI detector has been described in detail elsewhere 19, 20 . In this analysis, the scattered electron was tagged using the Small Angle Tagger SAT, the main luminosity monitor during 1991-93, covering polar angles from 2.5 to 8 172 to 177.5 ; it was made of alternating layers of lead sheets 0.9 mm thick and plastic scintillator bres 1 mm in diameter, aligned parallel to the beam; the Small angle TIle Calorimeter STIC, the main luminosity monitor since 1994, covering polar angles from 1.7 to 10.3 169.7 to 178.3 ; the STIC is a sampling calorimeter with 49 sandwiches of 3.4 mm steel-laminated lead plates and 3 mm thick scintillator tiles giving a total thickness of 27 radiation lengths;
the Forward ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter FEMC covering from 10 to 36.5 143.5 to 170 in polar angle, consisting of two 5 m diameter disks containing a total of 9064 lead glass blocks. 3 The energy resolution of the tagging calorimeters was around 5 in SAT and FEMC and 3 in STIC for an incident electron energy of 45 GeV. For muon identi cation, DELPHI contained barrel and forward muon detectors, each consisting of at least 4 layers of drift chambers. The muon chambers covered 78 of the solid angle.
Combining the information from the tracking detectors, the relative momentum resolution p =p varied from 0.001p to 0.01p p in GeV c, depending on the polar angle of the charged particle.
Monte Carlo simulation
Two e v ent generators were used in order to simulate the signal process e + e , ! e + e , + , : BDKRC 21 which includes only the multiperipheral diagram Fig.1 together with QED radiative corrections, and DIAG36 22 which lacks the QED radiative corrections but includes also the bremsstrahlung, annihilation and conversion diagrams. DIAG36 was used to check the role of these additional diagrams.
Several generators were used to estimate the backgrounds to the process studied:
BDKRC 21 was used to simulate e + e , ! e + e , + , , T W OGAM 23 to simulate hadron production in two-photon collisions, DYMU3 24 for the e + e , ! + , process, and KORALZ 25 for e + e , ! + , .
The generated events were passed through the full simulation of the DELPHI detector and reconstructed using the same program as for the data.
Event selection and correction
Events were selected as single tagged dimuon candidates if the following requirements were met.
There was a cluster in one of the electromagnetic calorimeters with an energy deposition greater than 0.6E beam hereafter called the tagged electron. If the cluster lay within the polar angle range 20 -160 , i t w as linked to a detected charged particle. There were exactly two additional particles with opposite charges and polar angles between 20 and 160 . The relative errors on their momenta were less than 1. Their impact parameters with respect to the average interaction point w ere below 4 c m in the transverse plane and 10 cm along the beam. Their track lengths seen in the tracking detectors were at least 30 cm. Their momenta were above 0.5 GeV c and 2.5 GeV c and the sum of their momenta was below 30 GeV c. At least one of the additional particles with a momentum greater than 2.5 GeV c was identi ed as a muon by the DELPHI standard muon tagging algorithm 20 . The invariant mass of the two additional particles was above 1.7 GeV c 2 . This requirement reduced the contribution from diagrams other than the multiperipheral one to below 0.25 for the low Q 2 and 2 for the high Q 2 sample according to the DIAG36 generator, and avoided possible problems with the soft part of the spectrum due to trigger or muon tagging ine ciency. Finally, double-tagged events were rejected by requiring there to be no energy deposit exceeding 0.3E beam in the detector arm de ned as = 0 ,90 and = 9 0 ,180 opposite that containing the tagged electron. Using the high redundancy of the trigger 20 , the trigger ine ciency was found to be negligible for these events. 4 In order to improve the measurements of the tagged electron parameters energy and angles, the following procedures were used.
1. To a void edge e ects, the tagged electron was required to lie in the polar angle range 3 7:6 172:4 177 for the SAT, 2:5 9 171 177:5 for the STIC, or 11 35 145 169 for the FEMC. 2. To improve the measurements in the SAT, which had a limited granularity, the radial position of the cluster was corrected using the function found from the comparison of the experimental radial distribution for Bhabha events with the theoretical one based on a 1= 3 cross section dependence Fig. 3 . This improved the Q 2 resolution from 6.0 to 2.9. 3. To improve the measurements in the SAT and STIC, their alignments were checked using Bhabha event samples. The detector on the electron side had a mask in front of it to better de ne the acceptance at low . E tag = P cos + 2 E beam , E cos untag cos untag , cos tag ; 7
where P , E and are the momentum, energy and polar angle of the muon system, and untag is the polar angle of the untagged electron, assumed to be 0 or . The improvement due to this method can be seen in Fig. 5 , obtained from simulation, where the di erence between the reconstructed and true generated tag energy E tag , E gen tag is shown as a function of the tag angle tag using both the direct measurement o f E tag and this method.
Background
The following sources of background to the + , event samples were considered:
e + e , ! e + e , + , with a decay product identi ed as a muon. The background from this process was found to be 1.20.2 for the SAT and STIC tagged samples and 5.71.1 for the FEMC, where the errors quoted are statistical.
e + e , ! + , with a hard radiated photon or a decay product faking a tagged electron. This background was found to be negligible for the SAT and STIC samples, and 8.91.9 for the FEMC, after taking into account the on-peak versus o -peak luminosity distribution of the data.
e + e , ! + , with the radiated photon faking a tagged electron. This was found to be negligible due to the 30 GeV cut on the sum of the muon momenta.
e + e , ! e + e , + , with a pion misidenti ed as a muon. The ratio of the cross sections for pion pair and muon pair production in two-photon interactions falls to 1-5 if the invariant mass of the produced pair is above 2.0 GeV c 2 26 . With the muon identi cation criteria described above, the probability to misidentify a pion 5 as a muon was below 1.5 depending on the pion momentum, so this background was also negligible for all samples.
other e + e , ! e + e , + hadrons processes. These were also found to be negligible for all event samples. untagged e + e , ! e + e , + , in coincidence with an o -momentum electron faking a tagged electron. The o -momentum electrons are beam electrons that have scattered o residual gas molecules inside the beam pipe. Using a method similar to the one described in 27 , this background was estimated from Z 0 ! events in coincidence with a similar o -momentum electron, multiplying by the ratio of the dimuon production cross sections from untagged two-photon interactions and from Z 0 decays, and was also found to be negligible.
Results
The numbers of selected data events after background subtraction are compared with the predictions of the signal Monte Carlo simulations in 6 -8 show that the BDKRC and DIAG36 generators produce similar kinematical distributions, but DIAG36 gives somewhat lower numbers of selected events. In the kinematical region under study, the contribution of the additional diagrams in DIAG36 was found to be very small see section 5. This di erence if real should therefore be attributed to the e ect of radiative corrections. The BDKRC generator was therefore used for the structure function studies below.
Extraction of F 2
To extract F 2 , the experimental x distribution was divided by the Monte Carlo distribution weighted by the factor =F 2 x; Q 2 , where F 2 x; Q 2 can be obtained from a simulated event sample using either a generator producing events according to a given F 2 or the photon ux approach described, for example, in 13 and brie y outlined below.
It follows from Eqs. 14 where terms of order m 2 =Q 2 are neglected gives values of the e ective a verage target photon virtuality P 2 of 0.0220.007 and 0.0260.006 GeV 2 for the rst and second methods respectively, the errors quoted being statistical. For the SAT tagged events the rst method, which w as chosen for the further analysis, gives P 2 =0.0320.007 GeV 2 , demonstrating the need to take the target photon virtuality i n to account in studies of F 2 .
The extracted structure function F 2 x; Q 2 , transformed to F 2 x; Q 2 using the ratio F 2 x; Q 2 = F 2 x; Q 2 predicted by QED, is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 10 , which present the weighted combination of the SAT and STIC results with Q 2 = 1 2 :5 GeV 2 =c 4 and the FEMC result with Q 2 = 120 GeV 2 =c 4 . The FEMC sample included only events with tag below 2 5 above 155 in order to exclude the region with large background contamination Fig. 8b , and the contribution from diagrams other than the multiperipheral one predicted by the BDKRC generator was subtracted. The structure function values have been corrected to the centres of the x bins by m ultiplying the measured average values of F 2 for each x bin by the ratio of the value of F 2 in the centre of the bin to the its average value over the bin predicted by QED. Systematic 7 errors due to the resolutions in Q 2 and x have been evaluated in simulation by v arying these variables according to their resolutions and checking the e ect on F 2 . The role of the observed discrepancy between the data and simulation in some tag intervals Fig. 3 was checked by w eighting the contributions of events in those intervals according to their tag values when producing the x distribution. The largest contribution to the systematic error comes from the Q 2 resolution. 
Azimuthal correlations
In order to increase the observed azimuthal correlations of the nal state particles, only events with 20 160 have been considered. Taking into account the antisymmetry of F A in cos , e v ents with cos 0 and cos 0 h a ve been combined using the transformation ! , .
The selected samples have been corrected for detector acceptance and e ciency using either bin-by-bin corrections over a two-dimensional grid of and , or a threedimensional unfolding 29 in the space of the variables , and x. The corrected distributions Fig. 11 were tted to the expression: dN=d = C 1 + P 1 cos + P 2 cos 2 15 where P 1 and P 2 are closely related to F A =F 2 and F B =F 2 , c.f. Eq. 6. The combined results were obtained by re tting the weighted sums of corrected distributions for the SAT and STIC samples Fig. 12 . The parameters determined from the t are shown in Table 3 .
The systematic e ects were estimated using simulated events, varying the variables Q 2 , W , x, and according to their resolution, and adding the resulting variations of the tted parameters in quadrature. This gave errors on the tted parameters of about 0.02. The di erence between the results obtained with the two di erent correction methods gave an additional systematic error of 0.02,0.06.
The results obtained were extrapolated to the full and W ranges using the theoretical correction factors C P 1 and C P 2 shown in Table 3 , which w ere obtained as ratios of the QED predicted structure functions 18 calculated for event samples generated in the 8 Q 2 range of 2.4-51.2 GeV 2 without and with the selection cuts. The results thus obtained for F A =F 2 and 1 2 F B =F 2 are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 13 . They are in agreement with the theoretical predictions 18 and with the results of other LEP experiments 13,14 note the factor -1 2 di erence of F A with 13 due to its di erent de nition.
Conclusions
Muon pair production in single-tagged collisions has been studied at p s '91 GeV using data collected by the DELPHI detector at LEP during the years 1992-95. Distributions of di erent e v ent v ariables for Q 2 ranging from 2.5 to 750 GeV 2 =c 4 are well reproduced by a Monte Carlo simulation based on QED.
The leptonic structure function F 2 has been measured for two regions of momentum transfer with average Q 2 values of 12.5 and 120 GeV 2 =c 4 .
Azimuthal correlations of nal state particles have also been studied, giving information on additional structure functions F A and F B . The measured ratios F A =F 2 and F B =F 2 are signi cantly di erent from zero and consistent with QED expectations. Table 3 : Parameters P 1 and P 2 of the t to the azimuthal angle distributions for the SAT-tagged, STIC-tagged, and combined event samples with Q 2 = 2 :4,51:2 GeV 2 . The rst error is statistical and the second is systematic. C P 1 and C P 2 are the correction factors to extrapolate the parameters to the full range see text. The values extracted for F A =F 2 and 1 2 F B =F 2 are shown with statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. 
